“The Problem is You Don’t
Know the Problem!”
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Does the world need another business consultant and motivator? Not
unless that person has something
unique to teach you about the world
of business and is told from a unique
perspective. Michael is that person.
• As a leading corporate, organizational consultant, speaker and
bestselling author of three books,
who conducts corporate events and
seminars across America, Michael
has helped hundreds of companies
and organizations take their business beyond the next level.
• Michael inspires CEO’s,
Entrepreneurs, Leaders and their
staffs to become better at what
they do, en-hance their corporate
culture and achieve their goals.

• His humor and stories bonds
his message, which leaves his audiences Inspired, Laughing and on the
edge of their seats begging for more.
• He believes that many executives
and management personnel don’t
know their problems.

Great leadership is the key
to success.
A team is not merely a collection of
people. It is a process that evolves;
a process of give and take that build
trust within working relationships.
The basic building blocks of good
team building is for a leader to promote the feeling that every human
being is unique and adds value to the
team no matter how large or small.

If you manage people, do you
know how famous you are? You are
talked about on the golf course, in
the hair salon and across the dinner
table, wouldn’t you like those conversations to be positive ones?
Learn the keys to successful
leadership and management with
Michael’s humorous, yet extremely
serious talks as he shares with you
his life’s ups and downs; from being
broke and almost bankrupt to becoming a millionaire in less than five
years during the worst recession in
America. He went from being nobody
to being named as the best company
in America in his field. No matter
what your product or service is Michael will show you how to take your
business beyond the next level even
during bad economic times. He will
leave you and your staff with hope
not despair. His methods worked for
him and hundreds of other companies
he has trained.

You will learn how to make
your business grow while
others are struggling just
to keep their heads above
water.

Michael will teach you a valuable
lesson in leadership and how to treat
people in your professional and personal relationships. You will learn
how to create a healthy work environment and build a corporate culture
that people will trust and admire.
All corporate events need a commanding speaker. You may have seen
many speakers and believe you have
heard it all, now is the time for something fun, fresh, daring and different.

“He is not just entertaining he is enlightening!”

